Rittenhouse Needlepoint
Attn: Finishing
1216 Arch St, Suite 2A
Philadelphia PA 19107
215-563-4566

For Store Use
Initial: _____________
Lay# ______________
Date In: ____________
Due Date: __________
☐ Rush
Name:__________________________________
Address:________________________________
Phone:__________________________________
E-mail:__________________________________

Credit Card Information (If not on file)
Card Number:_______________________
_______________________________
Exp Date:______ Billing Zip:______ CCV:______
☐ Details already on file

Project Description: _________________________________________________________________
Extra “Waste” Rows: ☐ No ☐ Yes (If Yes, how many? __________)

Belt
☐ Standard Belt SKU 72061 - $132
☐ Rebuilding an Existing Belt SKU 72062- $175
☐ Add Specialty Leather
(Alligator, Goat, etc)

☐ Belt Resizing SKU 72063
($55 under 3”, $110 over 3”)
☐ Child’s Belt SKU 72064 - $110
☐ Pet Collar SKU 48072 $110

Key Fob
☐ Flat Key Fob SKU 72065 - $50

☐ Folded Key Fob SKU 72066 - $55

Go to finishingneedlepoint.com> Belts for leather color and hardware options.
Leather Color: ____________________________
Leather Type: ____________________________
Hardware Choice: _________________________
_________________________
Belt Size: ________________________________
Sizing: The most accurate measurement for sizing a needlepoint belt is from the point where the
buckle meats the leather to the most worn hole.
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Design Considerations for Belt Projects
Extra “Waste” Rows: Two rows of stitched on the top and bottom edge will be turned over in the belt
making process. We recommend stitching two extra rows to prevent loss of design.
Total Length: If your needlepoint is too long for your desired belt size, the belt finisher may have to
cut into your needlepoint. To prevent cutting into the needlepoint, we recommend the total length of
your needlepoint to be about 4” shorter than the measured belt size. Example: If your belt size is 38”,
the needlepoint should be 34” in length.
Visible Design: It is best to not include any crucial design elements, names, initials, dates, etc on the
very ends of the stitched work as they may be covered when the needlepoint is joined with the
leather. Personal details should be stitched about 2” in from the ends of your needlepoint.

Additional Details and Notes: _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
By signing your name you acknowledge that you, the customer, are responsible for giving us the
correct measurement for the belt, as well as the leather color and type you want. If you do not like
how the belt is finished you also acknowledge that since you have pre-signed your acceptance of
these parameters you will be required to pay cost & shipping to have the belt refinished.

Customer Signature: ________________________________________ Date: __________________
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